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World’s largest human flag in the eastern
city of Lahore, Pakistan

World’s largest human flag in the eastern city of Lahore, Pakistan

More than 24,000 Pakistanis Monday formed the world’s largest “human

national flag” in the eastern city of Lahore, smashing a five-year-old record set

in Hong Kong, officials said.
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                                               World’s largest human flag picture

A total of 24,200 people stood up in the national hockey stadium to make the green

and white Pakistani standard, smashing the 2007 record set by 21,726 people in

Hong Kong.

“It’s amazing, amazing display of unity of 24,200 people here in Lahore tonight,”

Guinness World Records adjudicator Gareth Deaves told a cheering crowd.

“Every single one of you holds this record,” he said, handing over the certificate to

Punjab provincial government representative Hamza Shahbaz Sharif.

On Saturday night 42,813 people in the national hockey stadium sang the national

anthem together, smashing the previous best of 15,243 held by India.
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World’s largest sneaker collection
World’s largest sneaker collection set world record by Las Vegas

The record keepers at Guinness certified this month that Jordan Michael Geller’s

Shoezeum, a shrine to Nike that he says includes one of every model of Air Jordans

ever made, holds the record with more than 2,500 pairs, all but eight of which are

Nikes.
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For a $10 ticket, visitors can see Nikes designed to evoke “birds, bees, flowers and

trees,” others based on the Simpsons, the Hulk, the Human Torch and even Sesame

Street’s Oscar the Grouch, and two pairs of yellow lobster Nikes. Only three dozen

of those were made, according to Geller.

Geller, 35, said it wasn’t until he finished law and business school degrees at the

University of San Diego that he began transforming a childhood fascination with

Nike sneakers into a life project.

Starting with $300 and more than a dozen credit cards, Geller began a five-year

buying and selling spree, hunting down remainders and sales at Nike stores and

offering the sneakers on eBay. Along the way, he got hold of some rare Nikes online.

Less than a dozen pairs of the shoes at the museum have been worn – but those

include a pair that Michael Jordan laced on as a rookie for the Chicago Bulls. The
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include a pair that Michael Jordan laced on as a rookie for the Chicago Bulls. The

most expensive? A pair made by Converse commemorating the 30th anniversary

of Jordan’s 1982 game-winning shot for the University of North Carolina in the

NCAA finals. They cost $7,100.

Geller began showing his collection out of a San Diego warehouse last year before he

decided to hit the road to Las Vegas. Along the way, he felt guided by destiny –

including his name, which he said his parents gave him without thinking of Michael

Jordan the player.
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World’s smallest car – World’s lowest roadworthy car

The world’s smallest car measures just 45.2 cm tall. Mirai, which

means “future” in Japanese, has just entered the Guinness World

Records for being the lowest roadworthy car.
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                                                            World’s smallest car picture

It was created by students and teachers of the automobile engineering course of

Okayama Sanyo High School in Asakuchi, Japan, the Daily Mail reported on

Wednesday.

It runs on six main batteries. The motors and controlling components are from “Q-

car”, produced by CQ motors in Japan, while the switching console is from a

motorbike.

The chassis, body, suspension, steering system, lights, seat and all other parts were

made at the high school.

The record for the lowest car has been held in the past by British motor fanatic

Andy Saunders, from Poole, Dorset, when he built a 21 inch (53 cm) version using a
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rusty 1989 Fiat 126.
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World’s most costliest saree – Most expensive silk sari in the world

Navratna stones and gold embroidery- Chennai Silks used all that and

more to weave the ‘Vivaah Patu’, the most expensive silk sari in the

world at Rs.40 lakh ($74,830), and entered the Guinness World

Records.

“The silk sari is made up of navratna stones like diamond, emerald, ruby, yellow

sapphire, sapphire, topaz, pearl, cat’s eye and coral. It also has embroidered in

metals such as gold, platinum and silver,” Ramesh Raja, floor head, silk section,

Chennai Silks, told IANS and added: “It entered Guinness World Records.”

Named ‘Vivaah Patu’ sari, it features the reproduction of 11 paintings by Indian art

icon Raja Ravi Varma and it was designed by the director of Chennai Silks,

Sivalingam.
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                                               World’s most expensive silk sari picture

The sari which entered the Guinness World Records

(http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/records-5000/most-expensive-sari/)

was hand woven using double warp by 36 workers at Chennai Silks mill in

Kancheepuram. It weighs 8kg and was completed in 12 months.

“Our director conceptualised the design and it was later taken over and executed

by the weaving team. It’s a team effort and the credit goes to Chennai Silks,”
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Ramesh said. The Rs.40 lakh sari was made on a request from a Kuwait-based

businessman, who wants to remain anonymous.

Chennai Silks completed the first such sari Nov 26, 2007 and sold it Jan 5, 2008 to

a Bangalore-based businessman, who bought the sari on the occasion of his 10th

wedding anniversary.
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World’s largest school sets Guinness
Records by the City Montessori School

World’s largest school sets Guinness Records by the City Montessori School 

A Lucknow school has earned the distinction of being the “largest school by pupils”

in the world and has made it to the Guinness Book of World Records.

The City Montessori School with a record 45,000-plus students has been adjudged

the largest in the world on the basis of number of pupils, according to the school
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founder manager Jagadish Gandhi.

                                          The City Montessori – World’s largest school picture

The record book said that the school had 39,437 students on August 9, 2010

enrolled at its different branches in the city, which made it the largest in the world.

The school had started its journey way back in 1959 with merely five students from

a single room and with a loan of Rs 300, said Gandhi while speaking to Deccan

Herald here on Sunday.

“It has been a long journey that has witnessed several ups and downs”, Gandhi says

and attributes the success of the school and the achievements to the continued

support of the parents, students and the dedicated staff and the school’s philosophy,

that placed spiritual development at the centre. “True progress of humanity is

impossible unless and until the goals to which education is geared are completely

revised with spiritual development at its centre, not as an add on at the margins of

education”, he said.

Gandhi felt that these new goals for education would free it from its largely
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economic context.
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marathon in Bangalore

Microsoft – World’s largest coding marathon in Bangalore

Code warriors are going to love this: ahead of the launch of the latest iteration of the

Windows OS, Microsoft hosted the world’s largest coding marathon in Bangalore,

India.

Beginning September 21 at 2pm on a sunny Friday, thousands of talented

programmers and designers (including enthusiasts, students and professionals)

settled into an 18-hour session, building apps to show off their skills and harness the

power of Windows 8. The event set a Guinness World Record for the planet’s

largest ever app development marathon.
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A total of 2,567 developers participated in the marathon and were watchfully

monitored by Guinness World Records officials over the span of the event. Armed

with their own laptops running Windows 8 RTM and Visual Studio Express 2012,

and grouped into teams of up to four members each, the throng of developers

worked through nearly an entire day turning their ideas into downloads. App ideas

were accepted in 20 categories, including Business, Education, Finance, Games,

Music & Video, Productivity, Social and Sports.

The coding marathon wasn’t a race to the finish line, though — developers were

encouraged to begin working on their apps before the actual event, and did not need

to finish coding at the end of the allotted time to be counted as part of the record.
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Those who did however, had a chance to submit their apps for review to Microsoft’s

App Excellence Labs on-site, in order to receive feedback and/or acceptance of

their app into the Windows Store (where apps for Windows 8 will be made

available).

Participants were also allowed to seek help from available mentors, IT assistants,

recognized app developers and Microsoft engineers at the venue. Food and

beverages were also provided to sustain the army of coders through the long

session.

Discussing the event at hand, Pramanik continued, “The Windows AppFest will

encourage budding developers, technology enthusiasts and entrepreneurs to

innovate on next-generation Windows technology, crucial for the development of

the local software ecosystem and the long-term economic growth of India’s IT

industry.”

Pramanik then invited on stage Jon DeVaan, Corporate Vice President, Windows

Development, who spoke about the importance of developers to Microsoft’s success

and expressed his excitement about the marathon. “India is home to some of the

world’s most talented developers. We are focused on enabling developers to

succeed as they build the next generation of apps. I can’t wait to see some of these

apps being built at the Windows AppFest.”
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Shortly after the release of the 2013 Guinness World Records book, a

new record has already slithered its way into the books, with the

world’s largest snake in captivity.

The new record-breaking snake is a 25 feet and two inch long Reticulated Python

named Medusa, who lives at The Edge of Hell attraction in Kansas City, Missouri,

reports The Examiner.

                                                    Medusa – World’s Largest Snake picture

The Edge of Hell attraction is run by Full Moon Productions and uses Medusa to

entertain visitors at the attraction, particularly those afraid of snakes.
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She is a 350-pound reticulated python who usually sits in a small nook of the

attraction coiled up, seemingly enjoying her posh lifestyle. The Daily Mail notes that

Medusa’s handler and Edge of Hell general manager, Larry Edgar states that:

    “We try to keep Medusa well-fed and slightly out of reach as there have been

instances with Reticulated Pythons where they’ve had to cut people out of them!

We never underestimate that she does always have the upper-hand.”

Despite the fact that Reticulated Pythons are known for wrapping themselves

around humans, Medusa has been known to nudge her handler, Edgar, for his

assistance in shedding her skin, especially when it gets tough.

She often gets a large crowd when she makes rare visits to local parks around

Kansas City as well. Amber Arnett-Bequeaith,Vice President of Full Moon

Productions and Medusa’s Spokesperson, states that:
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Geordie Pantsman World Record for wearing 211 pairs of underpants at the same

time.

 The 53-year-old, from Whitburn, South Tyneside, pulled on 302 pairs of slacks to

grab back his title and set a new Guinness World Record. ‘I think I’m the first

person to hold the record twice, probably because no one else is daft enough to do it

twice,’ he said after his latest triumph. Mr Craig, dubbed Geordie Pantsman, shot to

fame in 2010 when he pulled on a record-breaking 211 pairs of underpants, later

auditioning for TV show Britain’s Got Talent. However he lost the record earlier

this year to Janine Keblish of the US after she squeezed on a whopping 252 pairs.
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On Sunday the determined dad-of-three reclaimed his record and is awaiting

confirmation from Guinness World Records. ‘It went very, very well and the official

number is 302,’ explained the architect. ‘I wanted to be the first person to put on

over 300 pairs and I did it. ‘Putting on all those pants is harder than it looks

because you’re carrying an incredible weight, but the crowd really spurred me on

and kept me going.

‘There must have been about 1,000 people in that tent and they were all cheering

me on.’ He added: ‘My wife Jacqueline helps me out with this one by getting all the

pants ready and helping me get them on, but she doesn’t like the limelight as much

as I do. ‘I think this is it now though, I’m not going to go and attempt any more

world records.

Geordie Pantsman World Record for wearing 211 pairs Video 
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World’s heaviest onion – World’s
Biggest onion picture

World’s heaviest onion – World’s Biggest onion

The world’s heaviest onion has gone on display at a horticultural show in Yorkshire.

Peter Glazebrook’s prize-winning onion weighed in at 18lb 1oz, beating his

previous record of 17lb 5oz set last year at the Harrogate Autumn Flower Show.

Glazebrook told PA: “It was such a surprise. I didn’t expect it at all. I had weighed

it at home but you never know how much it is going to weigh once it is trimmed of

its leaves and roots and weighed by officials at the show.

“I had a feeling it was close but when we found out it was over the record, well I

was very pleased.”
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                                                World’s heaviest onion picture

Glazebrook took a total of nine first prize awards at the show, including an award

for a marrow weighing 119lb 12oz and a giant cabbage weighing 81lb 6oz, which had

to be moved around the showground in a wheelbarrow.

He had spent 25 years trying to claim the title for the world’s heaviest onion, and

added that his achievement felt “amazing”.

Glazebrook attributed the secret of his success to growing his onions in large pots
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instead of directly into garden soil.
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Largest collection of pizza memorabilia for Guinness World Record

Let us count the ways: He holds the Guinness World Record for largest

collection of pizza memorabilia; he has a caricature of himself, eating pizza,

tattooed on his back with the phrase “Totally saucesome!”; and he is the driving

force behind Pizza Brain, which he describes as the nation’s first pizza museum.
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The quirky but unassuming establishment that Dwyer just opened with three

partners in Philadelphia is part art gallery, part eatery. It’s a place to enjoy a slice

or two of artisan pie while gawking at pizza-related photos, records, knickknacks

and videos.

“We thought it was a funny idea, and we started doing some research,” Dwyer said.

“And when we discovered that nowhere on earth was there a physical place, a

monument built to pizza, we said, ‘This is going to be huge.’”

He was right: Hundreds of people turned out for the Sept. 7 grand opening of Pizza

Brain, which occupies a pair of rowhouse storefronts in the city’s Fishtown

neighborhood.

One wall is covered with framed pizza-related photos and magazine covers; another
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One wall is covered with framed pizza-related photos and magazine covers; another

boasts dozens of vinyl records, like the soundtrack to “Mystic Pizza” and a holiday

album from Domino’s. Display boxes are scattered throughout the eclectic space —

including built into the floor — to show off pizza-bearing figurines from Homer

Simpson and Spider-Man to the Tasmanian Devil and Pillsbury Doughboy. A cluster

of small TVs plays pizza-related shows, while a huge pizza mural surrounds the

back patio.

Dwyer, 28, said he had a nominal assemblage of mementoes a couple of years ago

when friends decided to create an art exhibit called “Give Pizza Chance.” Reaction

was so positive that he continued collecting, becoming the world-recorder holder

with 561 items in July 2011. He now owns a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles “Pizza

Drop” arcade game and Star Trek Enterprise pizza cutter.
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